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View Online

132 items

General Sources (22 items)

            
            The following sources are helpful in providing the basics of our discussions through
the term, giving you background information and also helping you with further bibliography
for essays.
                                    

Key/ Background Readings (14 items)

            
            
                                    

Oxford Handbook of the Politics of International Migration
Book

The age of migration: international population movements in the modern world - Stephen
Castles, Hein de Haas, Mark J. Miller, 2014

Book

Aliens and Citizens: The Case for Open Borders - Joseph H. Carens, 1987
Article  | Essential

Immigration: The Case for Limits - D. Miller
Chapter  | Essential

Debating the Ethics of Immigration: Is There a Right to Exclude? - Christopher Heath
Wellman, Phillip Cole, 2011

Book  | Essential

The European Union and the Securitization of Migration. - Huysmans, Jef, 2000
Article  | Essential

The deportation regime - Nicholas De Genova, 2010
Book  | Essential

Policing Borders, Producing Boundaries. The Governmentality of Immigration in Dark Times
- Didier Fassin, 2011-10-21

Article  | Essential
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Refugees and justice between states - Matthew J Gibney, 2015-10
Article  | Essential

The Oxford handbook of refugee and forced migration studies - 2014
Book  | Essential | Useful all-encompassing handbook.

Atlas of migration in Europe: a critical geography of immigration policy - Olivier Clochard,
Migreurp, Migreurop (Association), 2013

Book

Europe's border crisis: biopolitical security and beyond - Nick Vaughan-Williams, 2017
Book

National responsibility and global justice - David Miller, 2007
Book

The ethics and politics of asylum: liberal democracy and the response to refugees -
Matthew J. Gibney, 2004

Book

Journals, Websites and other e-sources (8 items)

                    

Migration Studies | Oxford Academic
Webpage

International Migration - Wiley Online Library
Journal

Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies
Journal

UNHCR - News and Stories
Webpage

The Age of Migration, Stephen Castles, Hein de Haas and Mark J. Miller - Palgrave
Macmillan

Website

Migration Policy Institute | migrationpolicy.org
Website

Mexican Migration Project - Home
Website

Europe's Border Crisis: The Long Road | BBC
Audio-visual document
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Part I Migration and Security: how did we get here?

Seminar 1. Introduction to the module. Sovereignty, security and
borders: border-crossing and migration as security threat.  (4 items)

            
            This first seminar focuses on what is a border and on why migration is an important
political topic in IR and Political theory and in general. It looks at the broad trends in and
changing patterns of migration, outlines migration flows (the numbers of migrants moving
between countries) and stocks (the numbers of migrants in countries and considers some
of the challenges this presents to sovereignty and to liberal democratic states. It finally
discusses the issue of securitisation and makes a short introduction to how perceiving
migration as a security threat in the 21st century has altered states’ political and ethical
obligations towards migrants. 

Key Questions
•	What is a border? 
•	What are its political and ethical ramifications for the study of Politics and IR?
•	Has the 20th and 21st century changed the way we understand the movement of people?  
                     

Class readings (2 items)

                    

The migration debate - Sarah Spencer, 2011
Book  | Essential | Read Introduction - up to page 43.

Democratic Theory and Border Coercion: No Right to Unilaterally Control Your Own Borders
- Arash Abizadeh, 2008

Article  | Essential

Further Readings (2 items)

The Complexity of Sovereignty - W. Connolly
Chapter  | Background

Chapter 1: Natives and Foreigners: Switching the Question - Bonnie Honig
Chapter

Seminar 2.	The history and figures of migration (12 items)

            We will in this seminar focus on the different historical phases of modern
migration, on the reasons why people migrate and how these might have changed over
time, and finally on the different categories of figures arising in the debate of international
migration: the migrant worker, the forced migrant, refugee and/or asylum seeker, the
irregular and undocumented migrant but also the trafficker and migrant smuggler. In
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conclusion, the seminar will look at discussions on otherness by exploring scapegoating in
migration and security studies.

Key Questions
•	Why do people migrate?
•	What is a refugee? How does she differ from a forced migrant?
•	Are race, gender and class important factors when we analyse migratory flows and/or
discuss migration? 
                            
                    

Class readings (4 items)

Who Is a Refugee? - Andrew E. Shacknove, 1985
Article  | Essential

Forced Migrants as Illegal Migrants - S. Scheel, V. Squire
Chapter  | Essential

In Praise of the Strange Virtue of People Smuggling - C. Kukathas, 2013-05-03
Webpage  | Essential

Refugees, migrants, neither, both: categorical fetishism and the politics of bounding in
Europe’s ‘migration crisis’ - Heaven Crawley, Dimitris Skleparis, 2018-01-02

Article  | Essential

Further Readings (8 items)

UNHCR - The 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol
Webpage

The deserving and the undeserving? Refugees, asylum seekers and welfare in Britain - R
Sales, 2002-08

Article  | Background

What is a refugee? - William Maley, 2016
Book  | Background

Exiles, Refugees, Discplaced people, rejected applicants.. Towards a world without
asylum? - Michel Agier

Chapter

Weapons of Mass Migration: Forced Displacement, Coercion, and Foreign Policy - Kelly M.
Greenhill, 2010

Book

Smuggling of migrants | Migration data portal
Webpage

Human Trafficking & Migrant Smuggling: Understanding the Difference
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Webpage

Chapter 5: Criminalization of Migrant Smuggling
Chapter

Seminar 3.	Why do migration policies fail? Migration and International
Institutions (8 items)
Focusing on the international level, this seminar will explore the key international
organisations and institutions involved in the management and governance of
international migration. It will seek to answer the question “why do migration policies fail?”
and will explore the issue of institutional responsibility both in the failure of migration
policies but also in the high number of recorded deaths of migrants. Building on this, it will
assess the presence and power of relevant (I)NGOs in migration management and the role
of “open borders” activism.

Key Questions
•	What are the key international organisations and institutions involved in the management
and governance of international migration? 
•	Why do migration policies fail?
•	Are migration management (I)NGOs a force of good        
            

Class readings (3 items)

Migration and Refugee Governance in the Mediterranean - S. Wolff, 2015
Document  | Essential | An IAI working paper.

Why migration policies fail. - Castles, Stephen, 2004
Article  | Essential

A Fleet of Mediterranean Border Humanitarians - Maurice Stierl, 2017
Article  | Essential

Further Readings (5 items)

UNHCR and NGOs: Competitors or Companions in Refugee Protection? - E Van Mierop,
2004

Webpage  | Background

Migration and Integration: The Impact of NGOs on Future Policy Development in Ireland.
Executive Summary - S Spencer, 2006

Document  | Background

European NGO Platform on EU Asylum and Migration Policy
Website  | Background

What do we know about the International Organization for Migration? - Antoine Pecoud
Chapter
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The border security economy - Olivier Clochard, Claire Rodier
Chapter

Seminar 4.	Securitisation of Migration (10 items)
This seminar will explore how migration both on the theoretical and policy level has been
affected by the securitisation debate in IR and IPT briefly discussed in the first week of the
module. It will look at how the management of migration as we know it today has been
assembled since the 1980s leading to an often violent migration management paradigm
where a binary in policy making is clearly established between the policy makers who
oppose migration, and those who support it, so long as it is properly managed, and with all
other positions generally seen at best as utopian. With “transit countries” and the figure of
the “illegal migrant” as its key concepts, we will see how securitisation has enabled the
externalisation of borders on one hand and opaque and unaccountable violent practices on
the other, shifting responsibilities on the migrants themselves and other individuals and
away from the international institutions examined in week 6. 

Key Questions
•	What do we mean by “securitisation”?
•	Is migration securitised? What does this mean? If so, examples?
•	What are the repercussions of considering migration as a security issue/threat?
•	What policy options could curtail the recent apparent violence in migration flows?

Class readings (2 items)

The European Union and the Securitization of Migration. - Huysmans, Jef, 2000
Article  | Essential

The 'External Dimension' of EU Immigration and Asylum Policy - Christina Boswell, 2003
Article  | Essential

Further Readings (8 items)

The Securitization of Migration: A Racial Discourse - M Ibrahim, 2005-12
Article  | Background

Europe's Border Crisis: Biopolitical Security and Beyond - N Vaughan-Williams, 2015
Book  | Background

The evolution of migration management in the global north - Christina
Oelgemo
̈
ller, 2017

Book  | Background

The Impact of Externalization of Migration Controls on the Rights of Asylum Seekers and
Other Migrants - B Frellick, et al, 2016

Article  | Background
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Policing Borders, Producing Boundaries. The Governmentality of Immigration in Dark Times
- D Fassin, 2011

Article  | Background

The externalization of borders: migration control and the right to asylum - CEAR-EUSKADI,
2013

Document  | Background

Biometric Databases and Border Controls - Oliver Clochard, 2012
Chapter

Politics of Exception and Unease: Immigration, Asylum and Terrorism in Parliamentary
Debates in the UK - Jef Huysmans, Alessandra Buonfino, 2008-12

Article

Part II The theoretical context of international migration in the age of securitisation

Seminar 5.	Normative theoretical approaches to migration.  (20 items)
This seminar will provide a brief overview of the traditional IR and IPT approaches to
migration with 1980s as a point of departure: it will first look at what is considered to be
the seminal works on (ethics of) migration in IPT (Michael Walzer and Joseph Carens). It will
next focus on the attempt to construct an ethics of migration based on human rights
discourse (the right of free movement and the right to leave), and in continuation it will
explore how issues of migration are incorporated in discussions of global justice, in other
neo-Kantian approaches and Philip Cole’s work on open borders. 
                    

Class readings (6 items)

Aliens and Citizens: The Case for Open Borders - Joseph H. Carens, 1987
Article  | Essential

Immigration: The Case for Limits - D. Miller
Chapter  | Essential

Towards a Symmetrical World: Migration and International Law - P. Cole, 2006
Article  | Essential

Citizenship and the Right to Leave - Frederick G. Whelan, 1981-09
Article

Cosmopolitanism: a defence - Thomas Pogge, 2002-10
Article

Chapter 2: Cosmopolitanism
Chapter

Further Readings (14 items)
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1. Natives and Foreigners: Switching the Question - Bonnie Honig
Chapter

The Ethics of Immigration - Veit Bader, 2005-09
Article  | Background

The rights of others: aliens, residents and citizens - Seyla Benhabib, 2004
Book  | Background

Cosmopolitanism after Kant: Claiming Rights across Borders in a New Country. - S.
Benhabib

Chapter  | Background

The Ethics of Immigration - Jonathan Seglow, 2005-09
Article  | Background

Chapter 2
Chapter  | Background

The Disease is the Cure: Michael Walzer’s Solution to the Refugee Crisis | Warscapes -
Greg Shupak, 2015

Webpage

Closed borders: the contemporary assault on freedom of movement - Alan Dowty, 1987
Book

OHCHR | The rights of all children in the context of international migration
Webpage

Survival migration and fragile states | Alexander Betts — Refugee Studies Centre
Audio-visual document

Survival migration: failed governance and the crisis of displacement - Alexander Betts,
2013

Book

Sharing the Responsibility or Shifting the Focus? The Responses of the EU and the
Visegrad Countries to the Post-2015 Arrival of Migrants and Refugees - Boldizsar Nagy,
2017-05-01

Document

Named and shamed: EU countries are failing to share responsibility for refugees - Heaven
Crawley, July 19, 2017 11.55am BST

Article

EU backs refugee-sharing plan, exposing east-west rift | Reuters - Jan Strupczewski, Julia
Fioretti

Article
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Seminar 6.	Poststructuralist accounts of hospitality and Critical Security
studies (10 items)
This seminar focuses on the alternative, non-foundational approaches to migration that are
of currency today. Juxtaposing the autonomy of migration approach to the mainstream
poststructuralist account of otherness in IR theory often presented under the name of
hospitality (for instance, Dan Bulley, Jenny Edkins, Elisabeth Dauphinee), it will lead the
discussion to the current debate around migration and border crossing in Critical Security
studies  (Nick Vaughan-Williams, Vicki Squire, etc.) attempting a preliminary examination
of the impact of securitisation on theorising migration to be further explored in week 8.

Key Questions
•	Is there a unified poststructuralist approach to border-crossing and migration?
•	How does the concept of Otherness appear in IR and IP theory?
•	How do biopolitical approaches contribute to the understanding of migration governance?

Class readings (3 items)

The Scandal of the Refugee - M. Dillon
Chapter  | Essential

Bare Life: Border-Crossing Deaths and Spaces of Moral Alibi - Roxanne Lynn Doty, 2011-08
Article  | Essential

Ways of relating: hospitality and the acknowledgement of otherness - Clive Barnett,
2005-02

Article  | Essential

Further Readings (7 items)

1. Natives and Foreigners: Switching the Question - Bonnie Honig
Chapter

We Refugees - G. Agamben, 1995
Article  | Background

Hospitality, Justice and Responsibility: A Dialogue with Jacques Derrida - J Derrida
Chapter  | Background

HOSTIPITALITY - J Derrida
Article  | Background

“Asylum seekers”, “boat people” and “illegal immigrants”: Social categorisation in the
media* - Kieran O'Doherty, Amanda Lecouteur, 2007-05

Article  | Background

Autonomy of Migration Despite Its Securitisation? Facing the Terms and Conditions of
Biometric Rebordering - Stephan Scheel, 2013-06

Article

Chapter 3: Conceptual crises in critical border and migration studies - Nick
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Vaughan-Williams
Chapter

Seminar 7.	Migration and Global Economy (14 items)
Starting with traditional notions that relate migration with International Political Economy
(IPE), such as brain drain/gain and the impact of migration control on national and
international economies, this seminar will then examine a specific aspect of IPE global
governance: trade agreements and organisations. It will present various global and
regional strategies shaping trading, treaties and borders (e.g. Bretton Woods institutions,
EU, COMECON, NAFTA, TPP, investment regulation) in order to explore the way these
influence - and are influenced by - large-scale movements of people creating an
interdependence further accentuated by the international labour rights regime. Looking at
postcolonial critiques and Critical IPE, it will seek to answer two questions: how is the
process of globalisation related to the increase of migratory flows from less developed
countries to Western ones? Can intersectionality help us to understand IPE’s relation to
migration through the lenses of social property relations and the concepts of class, race
and gender?

Key Questions
•	Are concepts like brain drain/gain useful? If so, how?
•	What is the effect of the various global and regional strategies shaping trade, treaties and
borders (e.g. Bretton Woods institutions, EU, COMECON, NAFTA, TPP, investment
regulation) on migration and migration management?
•	Is global social inequality related to migration flows?
•	What does the use of intersectionality help us understand about international migration?

Class readings (3 items)

Should a cosmopolitan worry about the "brain drain"? - Devesh Kapur, John McHale, 2006
Article  | Essential

Migration and Inequality - R. Black, C. Natali, J. Skinner, 2005-01-20
Document  | Essential

Gender, Family, and Migration - Caroline B. Brettell, 2012
Chapter

Further Readings (11 items)

Gender, Race and Border Security Practices: A Profane Reading of ‘Muscular Liberalism’ -
Victoria M. Basham, Nick Vaughan-Williams, 2013-11

Article

Migration, Inequality and Development: Why International Cooperation Is Needed - D
Khoudour, n.d

Webpage  | Background

ILO warns of rise in social unrest and migration as inequality widens - K. Allen, 2017-01-12
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http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/3E5380D4-6A4F-1F37-50A7-DC2E70211249
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/7807A516-057B-90A7-2A6A-D729028CFD8F
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/674AF1C0-1254-39D8-6E54-736477D57195
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/04B62CD6-3A3E-744B-4618-FF82B3B1DFD2
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/B69E8F4F-BBE7-38B6-06E3-A3B945B817FC
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/EDBF83A1-23A9-E529-D604-424C7AEF07EC
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Article  | Background

Border as Method, or, the Multiplication of Labor - Sandro Mezzadra, Brett Neilson, 2008
Document  | Essential

A Situated Intersectional Everyday Approach to the Study of Bordering - N Yuval - Davis,
2013

Document  | Background

Aliens and People of Color: The Multidimensional Relationship of Immigration Policy and
Racial Classification in the United States - Alexandra Filindra, Daniel Tichenor, 2012

Chapter

Immigration limits won’t lift Britain - Paul Johnson, 2016-06-14
Article

Chapter 3 Immigration and the Worker Citizen - Bridget Anderson
Chapter

Migrants from EU boosting the German economy: study | Business| Economy and finance
news from a German perspective | DW | 31.10.2018

Webpage

International Migration, Remittances and Development: Myths and Facts - Hein De Haas,
2005

Article

Impact of Migration on Income Levels in Advanced Economies
Webpage

Seminar 8.	Domestic politics, integration and multiculturalism –
“Everyday borders” documentary.   (16 items)

            Drawing from and linking to issues and concepts discussed in previous weeks, we
will delve in the question of domestic politics to look at how they affect migration at the
international level. Inquiring into the issues of diversity, integration and multiculturalism,
students will be asked to ponder on the topics covered in the previous weeks while
watching the 2016 documentary “Everyday borders”. Directed by Orson Nava, Everyday
Borders explores the peaceful coexistence of multicultural Britain after the 2014
Immigration Act and the 2015-16 Immigration Bill. Shown at a number of UK universities to
help raise awareness of issues of migration and migration policy, especially among
students and young people, the documentary will present the students with the challenge
of addressing current policy practices by using and consolidating their knowledge around
international migration and the debates surrounding it. Key Questions
•	In what ways does migration affect domestic politics? 
•	And vice versa: how can domestic politics affect the management of migration?                

Class readings (3 items)
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http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/76541774-451F-E6F2-6D85-DBD6F2F1B201
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/488C5669-93DA-1466-3B6F-0C8FCCC0525F
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/002879CD-2E59-CE03-BD3A-3C82C5F5A758
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/002879CD-2E59-CE03-BD3A-3C82C5F5A758
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/FF200CCD-A471-D966-F81F-C744BE21BD8C
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/81EB2554-582A-51C8-7B74-62415743269D
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/D863120E-090C-3265-44D5-DF6A164B6153
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/D863120E-090C-3265-44D5-DF6A164B6153
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/41D96558-06B2-CB12-1700-2EFDAD8540B7
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/6AD48376-363A-A791-5FEC-2BAE3BC0FFFB
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Multiculturalism, citizenship and identity - G Morrell, 2008
Document  | Essential

Now is the time to slow down immigration - Paul Collier, 2014-11-04
Article  | Essential

The critique of multiculturalism in Britain: integration, separation and shared identification
- Andrew Mason, 2018-01-02

Article

Further Readings (13 items)

Changing the racialized ‘common sense’ of everyday bordering | openDemocracy
Webpage

Immigration Act: overview - Home Office, 2015
Document  | Background

Integration in times of economic decline. Migrant inclusion in Southern European societies:
trends and theoretical implications - Claudia Finotelli, Irene Ponzo, 2018-10-26

Article

Disposable strangers: far-right securitisation of forced migration in Hungary - Cathrine
Thorleifsson, 2017-08

Article

Bill documents — Immigration Act 2016 — UK Parliament
Legislation

Immigration Bill - UK 2015-2016
Legislation

The Immigration Bill 2015-16 explained | www.ein.org.uk
Webpage

The Immigration Bill: Extending charging regimes and scapegoating the vulnerable will
pose risks to public health - Sarah Steele, David Stuckler, Martin McKee, Allyson M Pollock,
2014-04

Article

Brexit and the Impact of Immigration on the UK - Jonathan Wadsworth, Swati Dhingra,
Gianmarco Ottaviano, John Van Reenen, 2016-05-01

Document

Entitlement and belonging: social restructuring and multicultural Britain - Jon Burnett,
2016-10

Article

“Undesirable and Unreturnable” in the United Kingdom - Sarah Singer, 2017-03
Article
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http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/9D6D057C-2A26-9800-AED8-1AC11F82DD54
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/E9BCE4A7-33ED-14D6-F748-761107844AD8
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/61AAEF0A-60B7-E233-5345-D55CBCE55B0B
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/0C1C5844-80D4-CA7D-51B9-4B8EF2CD1BC6
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/0C0F2F68-F6DC-BC85-D76C-2E6BF44C6EC3
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/E3CCF08D-DCB6-44E4-D4CC-3E7BBCCB21F4
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/E3CCF08D-DCB6-44E4-D4CC-3E7BBCCB21F4
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/52A71C09-B969-126D-667A-F876C306293F
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/339DFD90-A182-E7CB-C588-10E6D8B112BD
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/6C9AD913-0BD2-F1E6-D31B-E843063033D0
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/470F47AF-C127-459D-A938-16B7D868C62D
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/C210FD73-1C74-11DA-C6AC-B2C46D4E065E
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/C210FD73-1C74-11DA-C6AC-B2C46D4E065E
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/E908076A-AAC1-101F-5F0E-C05E468B830B
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/CF6D29EE-A7E0-6F37-0C97-AE8A0B59EB01
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/07D9881C-2583-0C2D-CA1F-A6C331FEC6B8
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Op-Ed Multiculturalism and Integration in Europe - Omer Taspinar, 2018-11-15
Article

Changing the racialized ‘common sense’ of everyday bordering | openDemocracy - Nira
Yuval-Davis, Georgie Wemyss, Kathryn Cassidy, 2018-02-17

Webpage

Seminar 9.	The EU and Migration: The case of Fortress Europe (13 items)

            Wrapping up the material examined so far, the penultimate seminar will ask
students to explore the example of Fortress Europe. Students will be asked to explore how
during the current crisis, often defined as the biggest migration crisis since World War II, a
parallel crisis is unfolding for the EU, that of migration management. With an increasing
spending on what some experts have called “xenophobia business”, the creation of a
specific European Border and Coast Guard Agency (Frontex) and various bilateral
agreements between EU member states and “source” countries, standard EU policy
responses to regulate migration still have been found wanting.  Fortress Europe has led to
an extraordinarily elaborate and complex current system, which is not only unfit for
purpose as the rising number of deaths in the Mediterranean and elsewhere show but
which also results in exclusion and control that is simultaneously repressive, chaotic and
dysfunctional, and whose consequences are often strikingly at odds with the policies’
stated rationalisations and objectives. How does our study of migration and securitisation
enable us to critically assess this?

Key Questions
•	Is Fortress Europe efficient? Is it moral?
•	Is there a corporate and business aspect to the closing of EU borders?
•	How does European Union’s proclaimed ethical cosmopolitanism sits together with the
concept of Fortress Europe?        

Class readings (4 items)

The Human Cost of Fortress Europe: Human rights violations against migrants and
refugees at Europe's borders. - Amnesty International, 2014

Document  | Essential

Refugees, Europe, Camps/State of Exception: "Into The Zone", the European Union and
Extraterritorial Processing of Migrants, Refugees, and Asylum-seekers (Theories and
Practice) - C. Levy, 2010

Article  | Essential

Closing Europe’s Borders Becomes Big Business - Apostolis Fotiadis, Claudia Ciobanu, 2013
Webpage  | Essential

Unmaking Security, Remaking Belonging - Rens van Munster
Chapter

Further Readings (9 items)
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http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/55E189C8-A5C0-0937-CE55-93BF333A200F
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/6C52AD88-F38C-FB38-750D-BE0307B20C4F
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/717F4DD7-2352-56D8-6423-B1D0A9213150
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/717F4DD7-2352-56D8-6423-B1D0A9213150
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/1DE608C7-F72E-3BBB-7A7A-0FC2F00A3927
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/1DE608C7-F72E-3BBB-7A7A-0FC2F00A3927
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/1DE608C7-F72E-3BBB-7A7A-0FC2F00A3927
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/3A813821-5289-68B5-06AF-013B9EEA366B
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/8D3F6700-6B9A-5075-3FC9-92AE9482C853
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Securitizing Immigration. The Politics of Risk in the EU - van Munster Rens, 2009
Book

EU-Turkey statement, 18 March 2016 - Council of Europe, 2016-03-18
Proceedings  | Background

Fortress Europe?, International Reports - A Athanasopoulos, 2017
Webpage  | Background

BBC World Service - The New Europe: Fortress Europe
Webpage  | Background | Read and listen

Europe's border crisis: biopolitical security and beyond - Nick Vaughan-Williams, 2017
Book

Atlas of migration in Europe: a critical geography of immigration policy - Olivier Clochard,
Migreurp, Migreurop (Association), 2013

Book

The Sunday Essay: how we all colluded in Fortress Europe | Kenan Malik - Kenan Malik,
2018-06-10

Article

EU migration policies seen building blocks for 'Fortress Europe' | Reuters
Webpage

Common core curriculum - EU Border Guard Basic Training - 2007
Document

Seminar 10. Knowledge test, recap and essay guidance

In this final week, we will jointly review the main topics of the module and test our
knowledge through a self-evaluating test. Discussion of essay plans and relevant literature
will also take place
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http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/ECBA9B97-ECC6-D401-E187-1051A2C29341
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/431237DD-8BE2-7ACE-27F0-0844CBC76547
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/92820CEE-4329-F678-FDC6-0004AF797E6A
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/6932BFBA-4957-1EB5-198B-9CE2099CDBE3
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/8BEAB255-2CAC-9AE2-B4D0-ABB6ABC1CA5F
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/34F82071-F0AD-3CBC-CE33-D5F9579A5F72
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/3EE2AD82-7907-87DD-EF75-41568DDAD569
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/C5152B66-5256-B4D0-FFF4-65F366BEA50F
http://readinglists.le.ac.uk/items/7AB6C486-2F4C-8D7F-351D-8FBFBD8F21ED

